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Our Essential Question:  How can we use the 
resources/assessments in CMP3 to guide our 
instruction?

CMP3 Resources (Sources of Student Work) include:

● Unit Readiness Tests
● Check-ins/Quizzes
● END of UNIT TESTS



Other Questions we had:

1. Can the unit readiness assessments be used as a predictor of success in 
the unit AND on the END OF UNIT assessments?

2. Can the DATA from unit readiness assessments be used to determine pre-
teaching needed before starting the unit?

3. What if the DATA from unit readiness assessments tell us that a student or 
MOST students are NOT READY for the upcoming unit?

4. How can we effectively teach a unit when students LACK the readiness 
(conceptual understanding or skill deficits) to be successful in the unit?

5. How do we change our instruction or leverage school resources to help 
lessen number sense deficits/gaps?



What did we do??
In the Decimal Operations Unit, we looked at 

the student work on the Unit Readiness 
Assessment (PRE-Assessment for the unit) 

AND then looked at student work on the END of 
Unit Test for the unit.

SEE STUDENT WORK on TABLE!



Discoveries we had along the way:

1. The Unit Readiness Assessments CAN be used as a 
predictor of success in a unit or on the End of Unit 
Tests, but not definitely!

2. YES, We can use Unit Readiness Tests & Reports to 
determine PRE-TEACHING of concepts/skills to better 
prepare students for the UNIT!

3. YES, some students simply aren’t ready for the unit 
concepts! 



LESSONS LEARNED….

Unit Readiness Assessments are the building 
blocks that students will need to piece together 

DURING THE UNIT! 
They are an assessment of some discrete skills 

that build upon each other in the unit!



LESSONS LEARNED….

Student that did well on the Unit Readiness 
Assessments typically did better on the END 

OF UNIT tests than students who significantly 
struggled with the Unit Readiness Assessment!



LESSONS LEARNED….

We can USE the data from the Unit Readiness 
Assessments to pre-teach skills and to develop 

student groupings for the unit.



LESSONS LEARNED….

Smaller targeted groups are needed in math 
instruction! (less than ½ the class in ICT, 

possibly rotating small groups)



Lessons Learned...

We need to make sure we do the CMP3 units 
in order as the units/concepts build on each 

other!



Possible solution.

How do we remediate number sense deficits and gaps while 
continuing and keeping pace with the curriculum?

Potential solution:  Use Unit Readiness to have students 
create at home projects to work on deficits.  They will be self-

monitoring with logs and once a week teacher check-ins.

 



Questions we still have...

How do we simplify or adapt the language in the 
curriculum to make it more accessible for students with 

language learning issues?


